
SCA TISSUE

636174 - Dispenser Roll Towel White  S/O
The Tork Elevation Matic Dispenser improves hygiene, reduces waste and helps save money with hands-free, controlled-consumption dispensing. Just one less thing to worry about. Reliable and durable, the Tork Matic, hands-
free dispenser eliminates cross-contamination and improves hygiene. One-towel-at-a-time dispensing reduces usage and waste and saves you money by controlling consumption. Matic dispenses 9.5 inches sheets. High-
capacity dispenser is ideal for busy washrooms and the refill options provide from 379 (Premium Extra Soft) up to 1,136 (Advanced Soft) towels per refill. Mechanical hands-free dispensing produces a towel smoothly every time.
No batteries needed; powered by your patrons. 100% recycled, third-party certified towel refills. Contemporary design ensures easy and intuitive maintenance and easy to read level indicator makes refilling paper rolls quick and
easy. All refills come in Tork Easy Handling   packaging, easier to lift, open and dispose. 
ADA Compliant. EasyCub
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Brand Manufacturer Product Category

SCA TISSUE SCA TISSUE NORTH AMERICA Berries, Fresh

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

5510202 636174 10073286625127 1 1/1 EA

Gross Weight Net Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

7.2lb 6.9lb HUN No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

13.87in 8.62in 19.12in 1.32ft3 1x1 0DAYS 40°F / 111°F

Packaging is made of corrugated
cardboard. Store in a dry, temperate
location.
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